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Note: These notes are taken from a Peace TV video clip. They cannot be published as definitive texts and should
never be used in the future as an “official” publication of True Father’s words.

Rev. Chang Shik Yang read a report from Rev. Yong, the Asian continental director, regarding the groundbreaking
ceremony of the International Peace Leadership College (IPLC) held in the Philippines recently. In the report, the
message of Dr. Peter Kim, who is the Bun Bong Wang of the nation and had participated at the ceremony
representing True Parents, was read, in which he shared Father’s vision with the college and the Philippines, the
second Mother Nation in God’s providence.

That day, Father started to speak with the following words.

“We have been worried about the foundation and the direction of the Japanese Unification Church. Those who could
feel this time in their real life that they were being protected in the grace of Heaven even in the middle of this huge
earthquake, must have think that the foundation of Jeong Seong will be connected where they can offer filial piety
and loyalty thousands times more towards Heaven. They must pray that they will become burning torches to settle
Heavenly blessing to this world of wilderness. I hope you remember that is what we must newly realize and that is
also what Heaven is worried about now.”

Later Mother was asked by Father to talk about Shin Jun Nim, and she said:

“Shin Jun wanted to call me for the past few days, and I realized he was in his spring break now. He called me this
morning from Korea saying he wants to come to Las Vegas where King Father (True Father) stays.” Then Father
said, “After he heard the news about Japan, he thought he must be with us, and so called us this morning.” Mother
followed saying, “When I said ‘Come then,’ he was so happy.” Then Yeon Ah Nim said to True Parents, “Shin Jun
said he studied hard and had received 100 out of 100 in English and math tests.”

Later Father said:

“I felt those who stick to Heavenly life are protected by Heaven. For those who always think Heaven first no matter
what, anything that happens to them could be a good chance to change their directions. It (what happens to them) is
like a message from one’s father in the spirit world in order to protect his relatives and families from difficult
situations. So you must also go forward with the hope that you will leave heavenly fortune to your descendants.”
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